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About This Content

The Eyes of the People is the fifth chapter in the Half-Life: A Place in the West saga, and continues the story of New Franklin -
an American enclave with a mysterious cosmic tower at its heart.

It’s the night of New Franklin’s annual masquerade banquet, and the city’s political rivals vie for dominance amongst a blind and
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debauched populace seeking shelter from a wicked blizzard. Governor Moore, aiming to install himself as the city’s leader, plots
to assassinate Major General Long at the evening’s end, whilst Long himself prepares to move against Sejal Rajani’s Opposition

in an effort to apprehend the vortigaunt Dreyfus.

And on the fringes of the city, away from the lights of the masquerade, Albert Kempinski takes matters into his own hands to
find his kidnapped daughter - with disastrous results…

The Eyes of the People features 30 all-new pages with striking artwork from the team that brought you The Pit and A Spy in the
House of Long.
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Alright, First review (i think)

1 Moment of Time, Is a hidden object type game where you take on the role of a helpful soul out to help silentville with thier
troubles, It has all the standard features of a find game, pointer, hints, Some humor, and lots of achievements, Let me rephrase
that, Quite a lot of achievements for a point and click puzzle game. A couple of things to note however, This game is a little
different then most puzzle games - there are more puzzle with-in puzzles then most hidden object games - Where other games
have one or inside puzzle, puzzles, this game has 11+ So if you like puzzles, You'll fit right in here.

There are a couple of things to note however about this game - Not nessarily bad, just differnent, First Most of the item
examples in it are from the other side of the pond, UK, and North American players might have troubles finding certain items.
The second minor issue is that there are a few items that predate the player. World war 2 era can opener's for example. If i
hadn't gone camping with scout's i would never had known it was a can opener. Granted it is a minor thing if your playing on
casual, however if your trying on expert (hard) mode, and are tying to finish the game with out hints, you may have to refer to
the internet to look things up, Or at least asking mom and dad.

I'd like to mention at this point, as with all hidden object games, expect to clock up some miles going here and there to solve
things

Some Cons

 It's short. 3-4 hours on Expert. Probably shorter if your playing causal. Granted the many, many achievments in the game will
keep you going back if your dedicated to finishing them all.

There is an issue with trying to enter the store room with out fixing the door to exit the train-station. If you enter the store room,
the game will crash on and off, just for that room. Oh btw, you don't need a screwdriver for the door to the trainstation, i went
looking because how labour intensive this game is. Just a heads up.

There are minor issues with finding items just out of reach at the edges of the screen. Being able to minimize the search bar
and/or drag or move the screen would have helped with this.

Sound and graphics are what you would expect with this type of title,

Would i reccoment this product? yes. It's a good example of hidden object games (i own many) I only wish it was a little longer.
I didn't research the producer, so i don't know if this is thier first, or one of many hidden object games. regardless, It's only a
couple of bucks in the steam store, (at least when i saw it) which is peanuts for an afternoon's entertainment.
. cant get past the loading screen. Very fun. Once I bought it I was in for two hours and had a blast. Some of the games in there
will definitely keep me coming back. I really liked the player scale options too. Being a giant or a kid was really something else.
Great job, devs!. A disaster

I really enjoy point and click adventures. It's by far my favourite genre. This title was enjoyable for the short time I was able to
play it.

Unfortunately, I cannot play this game beyond the first 40 minutes or so as there is a fatal crash that I cannot get beyond. I get to
a position where I have to give a bone to a lab technician and the game just crashes. What's more it freezes my computer and I
can't do anything other than switch it off by the button. It is advertised as playable on Windows 8, but this is not true.

I read on the discussions that many people have had the same problem and yet the developer continues to sell it unpatched.
Shocking.

Most definitely NOT recommended.. I do not understand why STEAM do not remove crap games, when you know folks are
getting ripped off.

Game had potential; now left is disarray. Do not invest 1 cent and not worth the DL as a freebie anymore.. Lemmings + Tetris =
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Mousecraft. Inferior tool 0\/10. This is a good throwback to the old N.E.S. rpg and it is a good example on how an oldschool rpg
should be made.The story and writing in general are great.This game is really awsome and fun to play and it has a great
optimisation.The only bad thing is that is too short and leaves you wishing for more.If they would make more of this game i
would play it and even pay if it was DLC or even buy a sequel to this.This game is super awsome and the only way to understand
how good this game is,is by playing it for yourself.. Didn't work on old computer, doesn't work on new computer.

don't waste your money.

just for a bit more detail. after installing, you run the video tests and they pass just fine. run the game however and it's nothing
but the left half of the screen showing garbled imagery.
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Game is enjoyable to play. It has several unique challenges with more on the way I hope. Would like to see some pop ups with
good guys and bad guys. Score points by taking out the bad guys and lose points by hitting the good guys. Would also like to see
game utilize the Vive Tracker on a model rifle to do long range (600 to 1200 yard) target practice. At that distance bullet drop,
wind and temperatures would all have to be compensated for. I highly recommend this game. Can\u2019t beat it for the price.
Good game, well played Matt Dabrowski.. Guys... my game is stuck in a window - "searching for updates " I really want to play
this game. I reinstalled the game over and over... Dunno what to do.. Good graphics
Good soundtrack
Very fun game

8/10. The idea was good: To make a 3D Factorio.

They failed... BADLY!

I really dont have words to describe how badly everything in this game have been implemented.
Stay away from this crap and get Satisfactory instead (or even factorio itself).. Very game is good to play :D Rate it from 0/10
its a 10/10 solid. I like to eat. Recommend it for 2 year old fetuses :D. Good game! If you like some labirints =) Well maded!

May be little bit boring... But its cool.
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